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Forget The Rules, so what if He's Just Not That Into You? Love and relationship guru Kathryn Alice

tells you everything you need to know about finding your soulmate &#151; and helping your

soulmate find you. Love Will Find You is a true antidote to all the strict rules-oriented dating books

out there, explaining why every one of the 110 million single Americans have reason to celebrate:

Nothing will keep love from you Even if you never leave the house, your soulmate will find you You

are never too old, too fat, or too poor for love There is no such thing as rejection, only the wrong fit

Hate going out? Does every singles' event feel like a convention of desperation? Are you stuck in a

past "crazy love" relationship you can't shake? Using the nine love magnets, Kathryn Alice has

helped thousands of people to discard their old notions of dating, teaching practical steps to get

love, including: healing your perceived "fatal flaws"; decluttering your heart and releasing old loves;

sending out a soul call; and banishing the idea that you need to kiss 100 frogs to find your

prince(ss).
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"Brilliant! I highly recommend this book." -- Susan Page, author of If I'm So Wonderful, Why Am I

Still Single? "Kathryn's book brims with wisdom and hope for those seeking their ideal mate." --

Michael Beckwith, founder of Agape Spiritual Center"Plenty of Angelenos wear their best karma for

facilitator Kathryn Alice's relationships workshops." -- Los Angeles magazine"Wise and wonderful.

Kathryn sees deeply and guides with simple direction." -- Chris Paine, director of "Who Killed the

Electric Car?""[P]inpoints the dynamics of love so that any reader can become a love magnet." --



Rhonda Britten, author of Fearless Living

Kathryn Alice, RScP, is a well-known love guru who teaches in over seven cities through the

Learning Annex and at conferences nationwide. Based at the Agape Spiritual Center in Los

Angeles, Kathryn directed their Crisis Support Team for six years. Kathryn has appeared on

"Montel," in Seventeen magazine and on "Single Talk," among many media appearances. A

graduate of Vanderbilt University, Kathryn has had many articles published on the subject of love

and dating. Happily married to her own soulmate, Kathryn, her husband and their three children live

and work in Venice Beach, California.

Sigh. So many people in life will tell you there are no soul mates. And yet many others insist they

met theirs. This book will give you hope to keep the dream alive. It's a beautiful book that tells you

what you know in your heart to be true--there is a match out there for you. And they won't be able to

miss you when you run into them. This book is my bible and I thought it would be a silly book. It's

really important and good.

Short, quick review: This book worked for me. I only needed to "do" the first two or three chapters,

the rest is history. Wonderful and magical!

Kathryn's book worked for me. While I was busy taking her four week "Create-a-Mate" workshop, I

zipped through her book. Within moments, everyone around me, or even far away felt the change in

me. Old boyfriends called, wrote, emailed One asked for a date. Guys stopped me on the street and

said, "wow I like that outfit," "that scarf," "that dress," "that hat!" After my bikram yoga class, men

would sit on the bench to chat with me. Before this book, I was in a dead zone of no dates, no

interest. Even friends began to set me up on blind dates. My whole energetic system had changed.

A month after the read, an old friend called to meet me for a drink in NYC, which led to a dinner.

The following night a play, a dinner and late night jazz. Then we met for lunch the next day. He flew

back to Paris and I returned to my little apartment in Copenhagen, Denmark. We started skyping

everyday--letters, emails, phone calls. He flew into Copenhagen for my birthday. That day, we rode

bikes around the city, talked over lunch what I called the 103 questions--all the things we needed to

know. That evening he proposed to me in the taxi on the way to the restaurant Sollerod Kro. And out

of my mouth, that which I thought would never pop out, did: "YES!" Five months later, we had an

amazing wedding at the River Cafe in NYC and am happily married in Paris for two years now!



What can I say to Kathryn, but thank you for your clear and poignant work!

I've read numerous books on find the "one". This resonates more strongly w me than all the others

books I've read. Kathryn cover areas that other authors don't including "the opening", a person who

often precludes the one, she quotes several of my favorite authors too. I went thru a pretty horrific

divorce and now 5 years later just getting on my feet again, maybe it's where I am, but very wise

advice and well written. Soulful and about being real and authentic in arriving .... it's nothing like the

Rules by Harvey. Bravo!

It may sound cliche, but reading this book changed my life! It gave me tools to rewrite and

reprogram my perspective on love. I was constantly viewing myself as a victim of love. Although I

consider myself confident with a healthy amount of self esteem, I was seeing love in a negative light

worried of abandonment and rejection due to past love experiences and breakups. This book

helped me review and change what had become my "go-to, knee-jerk" reactions of negativity toward

relationships. With the help of the written exercises, I literally rewrote my thought processes in a

positive light and am working on this every day.

I should have written a review for this wonderful book a long time ago! It WORKS. I decided to give

this book a try and now I have been with the man of my dreams for almost four years now. Reading

this book and following the advice was one of the best things I ever did for myself. I have

recommended this book to friends who have had relationship problems in the past. Those who gave

this book a chance have all found really wonderful people. I couldn't recommend this book more!

...when you are tempted to twist yourself into a pretzel to win the approval of someone who may or

may not be worth it. Kathryn Alice reminds you that every pot has a lid, and to find your match rather

than match who you find. She gives a lot of examples of people finding really suitable mates for their

authentic selves. Of course, her advice flies in the face of all the glossy magazine ads which tell you

how to look (retouched, airbrushed and young,) which is exactly why so many of us could benefit

from reading it.

This book does exactly what it says! As long as you actually do the work, you will activate

something inside of yourself to attract a new love. I only read half of the book and 1-2 months later, I

met someone halfway around the world on vacation. We talk ever day now and it's been great! She



really, really, really loves me for who I am. Highly recommended!
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